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This paper describes new measurements from CLEO of the inclusiveB→Ds
1X branching fraction as well as

the B1→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )0 and B0→Ds

(* )1D (* )2 branching fractions. The inclusive branching fraction is
B(B→Ds

1X)5(12.1160.3960.8861.38)% where the first error is statistical, the second is the systematic
error, and the third is the error due to the uncertainty in theDs

1→fp1 branching fraction. The branching
fractions for theB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) modes are found to be between 0.9% and 2.4% and are significantly more
precise than previous measurements. The sum of theB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) branching fractions is consistent with the
results of fits to the inclusiveDs

1 momentum spectrum. Factorization is used to arrive at a value forf Ds
, the

Ds
1 decay constant.

PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw
s

g

ic
I. INTRODUCTION

The large samples ofB mesons being collected by experi
mental groups ate1e2 and hadron colliders have allowed
for ever more precise measurements ofB meson decay prop-
erties. Theoretical calculations are unable to simultaneou
describe the total inclusiveB to charm rate and the semilep
tonic branching fraction of theB meson@1#. It has been
conjectured thatb quark to charm quark transitions wher
theW1 materializes asc̄s are large@2#. The external spec-
tator B meson decay diagram, shown in Fig. 1, leads to
Ds
(* )1 in the final state whereas the internalW1 decay dia-

gram results in the production of charmonium@3#. This paper
reports new measurements ofB→Ds

1X decays from CLEO.1

After a short description of the detector and the criter
used to select neutral and charged particle candidates, t
are two sections dealing with the measurements of the inc

*Permanent address: University of Hawaii at Manoa.
1Reference to a specific state or decay means that the cha

conjugate state or decay has been included. The notationDs
1(* ) in

this context means eitherDs
1 or Ds*

1 . In B→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ), D̄ is a

generic representation of thec̄q mesons, theD2 andD̄0, while the
symbol (!) implies that the branching fraction for both the nonex
cited and excited states of the meson were separately measure
-

sly
-

e

a

ia
here
lu-

sive B→Ds
1X branching fraction and the exclusive

B→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ) branching fractions. Under the assumption

that the charged and neutralB decay rates and lifetimes are
equal, the charged and neutralB branching fractions are av-
eraged and compared with theoretical predictions. This i
followed by a discussion of a fit to the inclusiveDs

1 momen-
tum spectrum. The final section describes two methods usin
factorization to extractf Ds

, theDs
1 decay constant.

II. EVENT AND TRACK SELECTION

The data used in this analysis were selected from hadron
events produced ine1e2 annihilations at the Cornell Elec-
tron Storage Ring~CESR!. The data sample consists of an
integrated luminosity of 2.0360.04 fb21 collected at the
Y(4S) resonance~referred to as on-resonance data! and
0.9760.02 fb21 at a center-of-mass energy just below the

rge-

-
d. FIG. 1. The spectator diagram forB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) decay.
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threshold for producingBB̄ mesons~referred to as off-
resonance or continuum data!. The on-resonance data corre
sponds to (2.1960.04)3106 BB̄ pairs.

The CLEO II detector measures both neutral and charg
particles with excellent resolution and efficiency@4#. Had-
ronic events are selected by requiring a minimum of thr
charged tracks, a total visible energy greater than 15% of
center-of-mass energy~this reduces contamination from two
photon interactions and beam-gas events!, and a primary ver-
tex within 65 cm in thez direction and62 cm in ther -f
plane of the nominal collision point. Since theB mesons are
produced almost at rest, their decay products are uniform
distributed throughout the volume of the detector leading
events that tend to be ‘‘spherical’’ in shape. Continuu
e1e2→qq̄ (q5u,d,s,c) events are more jetlike in struc-
ture. The shape variableR2 , which is the ratio of the second
Fox-Wolfram moment to the zeroth moment@5#, is found to
be useful in discriminating betweenBB̄ events and those in
which lighter mass quarks are produced. Only events w
R2,0.35 are used in this analysis.

All charged tracks are required to be consistent with ha
ing originated from within65 cm in thez direction and
65 mm in ther -f plane of the primary vertex. Tracks ar
also required to havedE/dx information which is consistent
with the proposed particle hypothesis.

III. THE INCLUSIVE B˜Ds
1X BRANCHING FRACTION

The Ds
1 mesons in the on-resonance data set origin

from B meson decays and from continuum production v
e1e2→cc̄. Therefore, in order to measureB(B→Ds

1X), it
is necessary to subtract the continuum contribution from t
total yield ofDs

1 mesons in the on-resonance data set.
The Ds

1→fp1,f→K1K2 decay channel was chose
for the inclusiveB→Ds

1X measurement because it offers th
best combination of detection efficiency, branching fractio
and signal to background ratio. TheK1K2 invariant mass is
required to be within 10 MeV of thef mass. Two angles are
useful for suppressing background:~1! the f helicity angle
uH , which is the angle in thef rest frame between the
direction of theK1 and theDs

1 direction, and~2! the Ds
1

decay angleuD , which is the angle in theDs
1 rest frame

between thef direction andDs
1 direction in the lab frame.

The signal follows a cos2uH distribution while the back-
ground is flat in cosuH so requiringucosuHu.0.35 eliminates
35% of the background events while retaining 96% of th
signal. The cosuD distribution for the signal is flat. The
cosuD,0.75 requirement suppresses combinatorial ba
ground from abundant low momentum pions that peaks n
cosuD51.

The efficiency of these selection criteria is calculate
from a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 2 shows theDs

1 de-
tection efficiency as a function ofx, the scaledDs

1 momen-

tum, wherex[pD
s
1 /pmax and pmax5AEbeam

2 2mD
s
1

2
. The

end point forDs
1 mesons produced inB decay isx50.46.

The on-resonance yield ofDs
1 mesons as a function of

scaled momentum is extracted by fitting thefp1-invariant
mass plot in bins ofx. The bin size of 0.03 is an order o
magnitude larger than the resolution inx. The fitting func-
-
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tion consists of a straight line parametrization of the comb
natorial background and a Gaussian describing the sign
The width of the Gaussian is fixed to the value found from
fitting the Monte Carlo sample. The rms resolution increase
linearly with momentum from 6 MeV at low momentum to 8
MeV asx approaches 1. TheDs

1 mass was allowed to vary
as a function of momentum in a first pass of fitting to th
data and then was fixed to the average value of 1.9686 G
in the final pass. For illustration purposes, thefp1 mass
spectra and resultant fits for anx bin width of 0.07 are shown
in Fig. 3. TheDs

1 momentum spectrum before efficiency
correction is shown in Fig. 4.

The fact that there are noDs
1 mesons fromB decay with

x.0.5 is used to create a continuum momentum spectru
with maximum statistics. The momentum spectrum fo
continuum-producedDs

1 mesons is constructed from the
sum of the on- and off-resonance data forx.0.5 and only
the off-resonance data, scaled by the ratio of on/off luminos
ties, forx,0.5. The number ofDs

1 mesons per momentum
bin for this ‘‘constructed’’ continuum data sample is ex-

FIG. 2. The efficiency for reconstructingDs
1→fp1,

f→K1K2 as a function of scaledDs
1 momentum for the selection

criteria described in the text. The curve is the result of fitting a 2n
order polynomial to the data points.

FIG. 3. Thefp1 mass spectra for the on-resonance~points with
error bars! and unscaled off-resonance~hatched histogram! data sets
in x bins of 0.07 from~a! 0.0<x,0.07 to~h! 0.49<x,0.56.
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tracted in the same manner as described above. The resu
continuumDs

1 momentum spectrum, properly rescaled,
shown in Fig. 4. It is fit with a function that was found t
describe the Monte Carlo continuumDs

1 momentum spec-
trum. The values of this function, also shown in Fig. 4, a
subtracted, bin by bin, from the on-resonanceDs

1 momen-
tum spectrum to give the raw~i.e., not efficiency corrected!
yield of 2537683 Ds

1 mesons produced inB decays.
Figure 5 shows theDs

1 momentum spectrum after con

FIG. 4. The on-resonance~solid dots! and scaled ‘‘constructed’’
continuum~open circles! Ds

1 momentum spectra before efficienc
correction. The function is the result of the fit described in the te

FIG. 5. The continuum-subtracted, efficiency-corrected yield
Ds

1 mesons as a function ofx.
lting
is
o

re

-

tinuum subtraction and correction for detection efficiency
From the total yield of 91116299Ds

1 mesons fromB decay,
the inclusive branching fraction is calculated to be

B~B→Ds
1X!5F ~12.1160.3960.88!

3S 3.560.4%

B~Ds
1→fp1! D G%,

where the first error is statistical, the second is the systema
error, and the third error is due to the uncertainty in th
Ds

1→fp1 branching fraction @6#. This value for
B(B→Ds

1X) is larger than the previous CLEO and
ARGUS measurements shown in Table I.

The largest error in the measurement is the 11% unce
tainty in theDs

1→fp1 branching fraction. This error is
displayed separately to distinguish it from the 7.2% system
atic error associated with detector effects and the analy
method. The contributions to the systematic error are liste
in Table II. The uncertainties in the number ofBB̄ pairs and
in the f→K1K2 branching fraction are included but the
dominant source is the uncertainty in the tracking efficienc
A 2% per track uncertainty in the track finding efficiency

y
xt.

of

TABLE I. Measurements ofB(B→Ds
1X). The first error is sta-

tistical and the second is the systematic error. A value o
B(Ds

1→fp1)5(3.560.4)% is common to all measurements so
the error on this quantity is not included in the systematic errors

Experiment B(B→Ds
1X)

CLEO II (12.1160.3960.88) %
ARGUS~92! @7# (8.3461.1160.89) %
CLEO-1.5@8# (8.7461.3160.86) %
ARGUS~87! @9# (12.163.4) %
CLEO-I @10# (10.962.9) %

TABLE II. Systematic errors forB(B→Ds
1X).

Source Error~%!

Signal shape 1.46
Background shape 0.36
Continuum subtraction 0.30
x dependence of the efficiency 1.97
Bin width 0.99
f mass interval 0.52
Particle identification criteria 0.67
R2 0.72
Track quality criteria 0.27
Angular selection criteria 1.12
Monte Carlo statistics 0.29

Total for Ds
1 yield 3.14

B(f→K1K2) 1.83

Number ofBB̄ 1.80

Tracking efficiency 6.00

Total systematic error 7.24
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TABLE III. The Ds
(* )1 mass intervals and branching fractions.

Decay mode Mass orDM interval ~GeV! Branching fraction

Ds*
1→Ds

1g 0.132,mD
s*

12mD
s
1,0.152 1.0

Ds
1→fp1 1.9542,mfp1,1.9822 0.03560.004

Decay mode Mass interval~GeV! B/B(Ds
1→fp1)

Ds
1→K0K1 1.9532,mK

S
0K1,1.9832 1.0160.25

Ds
1→K* 0K1 1.9530,mK* 0K1,1.9835 0.9560.10

Ds
1→fr1 1.9442,mfr1,1.9922 1.8660.48

Ds
1→hp1 1.9374,mhp1,1.9990 0.5460.11

Ds
1→hr1 1.9338,mhr1,2.0036 2.8660.54
are
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results in a 6% systematic error for theDs
1→fp1,

f→K1K2 decay chain. The other sources of systematic
ror on theDs

1 yield listed in Table II contribute 3.1% to the
total systematic error.

IV. EXCLUSIVE B˜DS
„* …1D̄ „* … DECAYS

The near hermeticity of the CLEO II detector couple
with its excellent photon detection and charged particle
construction capabilities allow for the reconstruction of a
eight B0→Ds

(* )1D (* )2 andB1→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )0 modes. The

Ds
(* )1 and D (* ) decay channels used, the mass select

criteria, and the assumed branching fractions, are given
Tables III and IV. The allowed mass intervals correspond
2.5 standard deviations for channels where the mass res
tion dominates the observed width, and to one natural wid
otherwise. TheDs

1 and D0 branching fractions are given
relative to those for the two normalizing modes
Ds

1→fp1 and D0→K2p1. The values for all absolute
branching fractions and relative branching ratios are tak
from @6# except for B(D0→K2p1) @11#,
B(D1→K2p1p1)/B(D0→K2p1) @12#, and the D*
branching fractions@13#, where CLEO measurements ar
used since they dominate the world average and their
allows for the cancellation of some common systematic
rors.

The data sample and the event selection criteria are
same as were used in the inclusive analysis. The track qua
criteria are also the same except for the ‘‘slow’’p1 from
D*1→D0p1 decays which has just ther -f distance of
er-
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re-
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:
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closest approach requirement applied. Photon candidates
required to have deposited more than 30 MeV of energy
the calorimeter, to be isolated from charged tracks, and
have a lateral energy deposition consistent with that expec
for a photon. Photons used for reconstructing th
Ds*

1→Ds
1g decay chain have a minimum energy require

ment of 90 MeV and must have been detected within t
‘‘barrel’’ region of the detector, defined byucosuu,0.707
whereu is the angle between the photon momentum vect
and thez axis. Forp0 or h mesons, one of the daughte
photons can be from outside of the barrel where the min
mum photon energy requirement is raised to 50 MeV.

The allowed mass intervals and branching fractions f
the various noncharmed resonances used in this analysis
given in Table V. Inp0/h decays to two photons, the deca
angleuD , which is the angle in thep

0/h rest frame between
the direction of one the photons and thep0/h direction in
the lab frame, can be used to reduce combinatorial ba
ground from low energy photons. AucosuDu,0.9 criterion is
used.

Since theY(4S) decays only toBB̄, theB meson energy
is equal to the beam energy. This can be used to selecB
meson candidates by requiring thatDE, the difference be-
tween the measured sum of the charged and neutral ener
of the daughters of theB candidate and the beam energy, b
close to zero. TheDs

(* )1 andD (* ) candidates, as well as the
p0 andh candidates, are kinematically fitted to their know
masses so as to improve the resolution inDE. TheDE reso-
lution is about 10 MeV and is independent of decay mod
TABLE IV. The D (* ) mass intervals and branching fractions.

Decay mode Mass orDM interval ~GeV! Branching fraction

D*1→D0p1 0.1430,mD*12mD0,0.1480 0.68160.010
D* 0→D0p0 0.1406,mD* 02mD0,0.1446 0.63660.023
D0→K2p1 1.8457,mK2p1,1.8833 0.039160.0008

Decay mode Mass interval~GeV! B/B(D0→K2p1)

D0→K2p1p0 1.8355,mK2p1p0,1.8935 3.4360.24
D0→K2p1p2p1 1.849,mK2p1p2p1,1.8800 2.0260.11
D1→K2p1p1 1.8530,mK2p1p1,1.8856 2.3560.16
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according to a Monte Carlo simulation ofB→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )

events.2 All B candidates must haveuDEu<25 MeV. In the
case of multiple candidates in a specificB meson decay
chain, only the candidate with the smallest absolute value
DE is selected. TheB mass resolution can be improved b
using the beam-constrained mass (MB), defined by

MB
25Ebeam

2 2S (
i
piW D 2, ~1!

where piW is the momentum of thei th daughter of theB
candidate. TheMB resolution of about 2.6 MeV is deter-
mined by the beam energy spread and is a factor of 10 be
than the resolution in invariant mass obtained from simp
summing the four-momenta of theB daughters.

Two other useful variables are theB production angle
uB , which is the angle between theB meson direction in the
lab frame and the beam axis, and the sphericity angleuS ,
which is the angle between the sphericity axis of the partic
which form theB candidate and the sphericity axis of th
other particles in the event. ForB mesons, the production
angle follows a sin2uB distribution whereas the continuum
background is flat in this variable. Conversely, continuu
events have large values of cosuSwhereas the signal is flat in
cosuS. The production and sphericity angle criteria areB
decay channel dependent because of differing backgro
levels. A helicity angle requirement is also used for th
Ds

1D̄* final states where the signal follows a cos2uH distri-
bution, and for theDs*

1D̄ final states where the signal fol-
lows a sin2uH distribution. The values of the angular selec
tion criteria used in the analysis are given in Table VI.

The beam-constrained mass plot for the sum of the ei
B0 andB1 decay channels is shown in Fig. 6. The functio
which is fitted to the data to extract the yield ofB mesons
contains two parts:~1! a background function which is linear
for MB,5.282 GeV and parabolic, with a kinematic cutof
for larger values ofMB @14#, and~2! a Gaussian to describe
the signal. The background function is forced to simult
neously fit the beam-constrained mass distribution for t
DE sideband, defined by 30,uDEu,55 MeV, so as to better
constrain the shape of the background. This is essential
some of the decay channels where the number of backgro
events is insufficient to constrain the background. The m

2This occurs because the low momentump1, p0, or g that dif-
ferentiates the eight different modes contributes negligibly to t
DE resolution.

TABLE V. Allowed mass intervals and branching fractions fo
the noncharmed mesons.

Decay mode Mass interval~GeV! Branching fraction

p0→gg 0.1200,mgg,0.1500 0.988060.0003
h→gg 0.5174,mgg,0.5774 0.38860.005
K0→KS

0→p1p2 0.4877,mp1p2,0.5077 0.343160.0014
f→K1K2 1.0095,mK1K2,1.0295 0.49160.009
K* 0→K1p2 0.8461,mK1p2,0.9461 0.667
r1→p1p0 0.6161,mp1p0,0.9201 1.0
of
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and width from the fit to the sum of all modes are consiste
with those obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation. Th
total in the peak is 171618 events.

The beam-constrained mass plots for the individualB0

andB1 decay channels are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The ma
and width for these fits are fixed to the value obtained from
the fit to the sum of all the modes.

The branching fractions are calculated as3

B~B→Ds
~* !1D̄ ~* !!5

1

NBB̄

ND
s
~* !1D̄~* !

( i( jBiBj« i j
, ~2!

whereNBB̄ is the number ofBB̄ pairs, ND
s
(* )1D̄(* ) is the

number of signal events extracted from the fit to the beam
constrained mass distribution,Bi is the branching fraction of
the i th charm decay mode, and« i j is the reconstruction ef-
ficiency for the combination of thei thDs

1 decay channel and
the j th D̄ decay channel@15#. The resulting exclusive
branching fractions are listed in Table VII where the firs
error is the statistical error, the second error is the systema
error from all sources other than the uncertainty in the no
malizing branching fractions, B(Ds

1→fp1) and
B(D0→K2p1), and the third error is that due to the uncer
tainty in the normalizing branching fractions, which is com
pletely dominated by the uncertainty inB(Ds

1→fp1).
The systematic errors associated with the uncertainty

the detection efficiencies of charged tracks and neutral clu
ters are calculated in the following manner. A tracking effi
ciency error of 2% per track is assumed except for th
‘‘slow’’ p1 from D*1→D0p1 decays where an additional
4.6% is added in quadrature~making the total systematic
error for the slow pion to be 5%!. This additional error arises
because the tracking efficiency is rising sharply at low mo
mentum. The tracking errors add linearly except for the ad
ditional 4.6% on the slow pion. For example, for the
D*1→D0p1, D0→K2p1p1p2 decay chain, the system-
atic error associated with tracking is
A(532)214.62511%. The systematic errors associate
with neutrals, 3% per photon and 5% perp0 or h, are also
added linearly. The charged and neutral systematic errors
then added in quadrature. The total systematic error due
uncertainties in efficiencies is then the weighted average
the systematic errors of the particular decay channels whe

he
3Equal production of charged and neutralB mesons is assumed.

r TABLE VI. The B meson candidate angular selection criteria.

Decay mode ucosuBu ucosuSu ucosuHu

B1→Ds
1D̄0 <0.75 <0.95 -

B1→Ds*
1D̄0 <0.75 <0.95 <0.80

B1→Ds
1D̄* 0 <0.75 <0.95 >0.35

B1→Ds*
1D̄* 0 <0.85 <0.95 -

B0→Ds
1D2 <0.75 <0.95 -

B0→Ds*
1D2 <0.85 <0.95 <0.80

B0→Ds
1D*2 <0.85 - >0.35

B0→Ds*
1D*2 - - -
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the weight is«•B for that particular decay channel. The sy
tematic error due to the uncertainties in the relative bran
ing fractions is calculated in the same manner. These are
two dominant sources of systematic error.

FIG. 6. The beam-constrained mass for the sum of the e
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) modes. The solid histogram is the data within th
DE signal window while the filled histogram is the data in th
DE sidebands~as described in the text!. The curve is the result of
the fit described in the text.

FIG. 7. The beam-constrained mass plots for theB1 decay
modes:~a! Ds

1D̄0, ~b! Ds*
1D̄0, ~c! Ds

1D̄* 0, and~d! Ds*
1D̄* 0. The

solid histogram is the data within theDE signal window while the
filled histogram is the data in theDE sidebands~as described in the
text!. The curve is the result of the fit described in the text.
s-
ch-
the

The other possible sources of systematic error which we
investigated include: cross-feed between the eight channe
uncertainty in the efficiency due to the method of choosin
the candidate with the smallestuDEu, parametrization of the
background in the beam-constrained mass plots, and parti
identification requirements. There is a non-negligible contr
bution to the systematic error due to the background para
etrization for theB→Ds

1D̄ modes where the background in
the beam-constrained mass plot is significant.

V. THE B˜DS
„* …1D̄ „* … DECAY RATES

In the dominant process leading to a two-body decay
the typeB→Ds

(* )1D (* ), shown in Fig. 1, theDs
(* )1 is pro-

duced from the fragmentation of theW1. The analogous
b→u transitions lead to final states likeDs

1p2 but these
decay rates are down by roughlyuVub /Vcbu2'0.006 com-
pared tob→c transitions@16,17#. A Ds

1 is not produced in
internalW1 decay. The decayB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) can also pro-
ceed through the ‘‘penguin’’ decay modeb̄→ s̄g,g→cc̄ but
this is expected to be small. Other processes, such as an
hilation andW-exchange, lead to final states likeDs

1K (* ) but
there is no evidence that these processes are significan
B meson decay@16,17#. None of these scenarios leads to a
significant difference in the charged and neutra
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) decay rates.
The equivalence of the charged and neutral decay ra

can be tested using the exclusive branching fractions a
t(B1)/t(B0)[t1/050.9860.09 @6#. The results are given
in Table VIII where, for a given decay mode~e.g.,
B→Ds

1D̄* ), B1(0) denotes the branching fraction for the
charged~neutral! B to decay via this mode. Most of the

ight
e
e

FIG. 8. The beam-constrained mass plots for theB0 decay
modes:~a! Ds

1D2, ~b! Ds*
1D2, ~c! Ds

1D*2, and ~d! Ds*
1D*2.

The solid histogram is the data within theDE signal window while
the filled histogram is the data in theDE sidebands~as described in
the text!. The curve is the result of the fit described in the text.
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TABLE VII. The efficiency times charmed and noncharmed branching fractions («•B), the number of
reconstructed events, and the measured branching fractions for each of the eightB decay channels. The
quoted error on«•B is just that due to Monte Carlo statistics. The error on the number of events is pur
statistical. The third errors in the branching fractions after the statistical and systematic errors is the
uncertainty inB(Ds

1→fp1) which is common to all measurements.

Decay channel «•B (1023) No. events Branching fraction~%!

B1→Ds
1D̄0 2.04160.008 58.4610.0 1.2660.2260.2560.15

B1→Ds*
1D̄0 0.82660.03 16.165.0 0.8760.2760.1760.10

B1→Ds
1D̄* 0 0.42560.002 13.564.1 1.4060.4360.3560.17

B1→Ds*
1D* 0 0.21160.001 14.964.2 3.1060.8860.6560.37

B0→Ds
1D2 1.03160.007 19.765.5 0.8760.2460.2060.10

B0→Ds*
1D2 0.47060.003 10.363.6 1.0060.3560.2260.11

B0→Ds
1D*2 0.86860.003 18.464.5 0.9360.2360.1660.11

B0→Ds*
1D*2 0.38460.002 17.764.4 2.0360.5060.3660.24
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systematic errors cancel when calculatingB0/B1 except
for the 10% uncertainty in B(D1→K2p1p1)/
B(D0→K2p1) @12# and the 7% error in thep0/p1 effi-
ciencies@18# which comes in directly when taking the ratio
of modes involvingD* 0 andD*1 mesons. The mean value
of G(B0→Ds

(* )1D (* )2)/G(B1→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )0) of 0.69

60.1360.11 is not inconsistent with the decay rates for th
charged and neutralB mesons being equal.

Assuming that the charged and neutral decay rates
equal, and thatt1/051, it is reasonable to calculate the av
erage branching fractions. For a particularB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* )

decay channel, the yield is extracted from a fit to the sum
the B0→Ds

(* )1D (* )2 and B1→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )0 beam-

constrained mass distributions. The average branching fr
tion is then calculated as in Eq.~2!. The results are given in
Table VIII.

VI. FACTORIZATION AND PREDICTIONS
FOR TWO-BODY RATES

Predictions for exclusive branching fractions have be
made using the factorization ansatz. This method was p
neered by Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel~BSW! @19#. Any calcu-
lation of widths using factorization arrives at an equation
the form

B~B→Ds
~* !1D̄ ~* !!5KGF

2a1
2uVcbVcs* u2f D

s
~* !

2
F ~* !
2 tB , ~3!

whereK is a kinematic factor andF (* ) is the form factor
term ~summed over polarizations for decays involvingD*
s

e

are
-

of

ac-

en
io-

of

mesons, etc.!. The factorization parametera1 is the relevant
one for external spectator decays. The difference between
predictions comes from the form factor term. Bauer, Stec
and Wirbel~BSW! use a simple pole form while other cal-
culations@20–24# use form factors motivated by heavy quar
effective theory~HQET! @25#. Several predictions along with
the measured average branching fractions are given in Ta
IX.

While there are significant differences between the pr
dictions for any particular branching fraction, the variation
in the predictions for the ratios of the decay widths due to t
different parametrizations of the form factors are smalle
These predictions are given in Table X. The decay consta
dependence is given explicitly in Table X although, in th
heavy quark limit, the vector and pseudoscalar decay co
stants are equal. More precisely,f P

25 f V
2512uC(0)u2/M

whereuC(0)u is the wave function of the light antiquark and
heavy quark at zero relative separation, andM is the heavy-
meson mass@21#. As can be seen in Table X, taking
f D

s*
5 f Ds

, the B→Ds*
1D̄ and B→Ds

1D̄* widths are pre-

dicted to be roughly equal. It was assumed in@19# that
( f D

s*
/ f Ds

)251.86 leading to their prediction that

G(B→Ds*
1D̄) is some 2.5 times larger than

G(B→Ds
1D̄* ).

The experimental results for the ratios of widths are give
in the last row of Table X. The quoted error is the sum of th
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. Mos
the experimental systematic errors cancel except the con
bution due to an extra slowp or g in, for example,
TABLE VIII. The ratio of charged and neutral decay rates and the averageB→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ) branching

fractions. Equal charged and neutralB meson production rates are assumed.

Decay mode (B0/B1)(tB1 /tB0)5G0/G1 Average branching fraction~%!

B→Ds
1D̄ 0.6860.2260.10 1.1060.1760.2860.13

B→Ds*
1D̄ 1.1360.5360.18 0.8960.2160.2060.10

B→Ds
1D̄* 0.6560.2560.09 1.1260.2160.2660.13

B→Ds*
1D̄* 0.6560.2560.09 2.4160.4560.5160.29
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TABLE IX. Predictions for the B→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ) branching fractions assuminguVcsu50.974,

f Ds
5 f D

s*
5280 MeV, Vcb50.038, tB51.52 ps, and ua1u51.07 @14#, which was derived from

B0→D (* )1p2/r2 decays. The CLEO II values are the values of Table VIII with all of the errors added
quadrature.

Model Ds
1D̄ Ds*

1D̄ Ds
1D̄* Ds*

1D̄*

BSW @19# 1.69 0.99 0.76 2.74
Neubertet al. @20# 1.25 1.07 1.03 2.76
Du and Liu @22# 1.70 1.14 1.26 3.10
Deandreaet al. @23# 1.21 0.83 0.85 3.17
Mannelet al. @24# 0.88 0.56 0.56 1.70
CLEO II 1.1060.35 0.8960.31 1.1260.36 2.4160.74
g

-

-
e-

to

or
B→Ds*
1D̄/B→Ds

1D̄, and the addition of the uncertainty in
the D1 branching fraction scale inB(B→Ds

(* )1D̄). The
data favor the prediction thatf Ds

5 f D
s*
. The BSW predic-

tions for the ratios of widths, where the pole form for th
form factors is used, are excluded by the experimental res
for B(B→Ds

1D̄)/B(B→Ds
1D̄* ), while the predictions us-

ing HQET motivated form factors describe the data we
This is one of the few comparisons of theory with the da
that is insensitive to the large uncertainty i
B(Ds

1→fp1).

VII. FIT TO THE INCLUSIVE Ds
1 MOMENTUM

SPECTRUM

Since theB mesons are produced nearly at rest, the tw
body decays result inDs

(* )1 momentum spectra which are
flat distributions, about 300 MeV wide, around the deca
momentum. TheDs*

1 decays predominantly toDs
1g while

theP-wavecs̄mesons, theDs1
1 (2536) andDs2*

1(2573),@28#
decay only toD (* )K. Therefore,B→Ds*

1X decays contrib-
ute to the inclusiveDs

1 momentum spectrum with distribu-
tions which are slightly broadened and shifted down in m
mentum from the correspondingB→Ds

1X decay while the
other cs̄ resonances do not contribute to the inclusiveDs

1

momentum spectrum.
There are two basic mechanisms giving three-body fin

states. Events of the typeB→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )X are produced via
e
ult

ll.
ta
n

o-

y

o-

al

the external spectator diagram of Fig. 1 but with the poppin
of an additionalqq̄ pair. ADs

2 can be produced inB meson
decay when anss̄ is produced and thes quark combines with
the anticharm quark from the decay of theb̄ quark. These
two three-body mechanisms are referred to as ‘‘upper
vertex’’ and ‘‘lower-vertex’’ three-body decays, respec-
tively. The correlation between the charge of theDs

6 with
that of theB has not been exploited in the analysis of the
inclusiveDs

1 momentum spectrum because the flavor of the
B which produced theDs

6 is not measured@31#.
The function used in the fit to the inclusiveDs

1 momen-
tum spectrum includes contributions from the following
sources.

~A! B→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ) decays. This is the only contribution

where the relative branching fractions of the individual con
tributing channels are known. The predictions and measur
ments are given in Table X. It is assumed thatf Ds

5 f D
s*
. A

fit is done for each of the predictions of Table X and the
variation in the result is taken as the systematic error due
model dependence.

~B! B→Ds
(* )1D** decays. Only the narrowP-wave

charmed states, theD1(2420) andD2* (2460), are used. The
contributions fromB→Ds

1D̄1(2420), B→Ds*
1D̄1(2420),

B→Ds
1D̄2* (2460), andB→Ds*

1D̄2* (2460) are added with
equal weight. The broad, not yet observed, 01 and 11 states
are assumed to be taken into account by the three-body
‘‘nonresonant’’ part of the function described next.
TABLE X. Predictions for ratios of widths inB→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ) decays.

Model G(B→Ds*
1D̄)

G(B→Ds
1D̄* )

G(B→Ds
1D̄)

G(B→Ds
1D̄* )

G(B→Ds*
1D̄* )

G(B→Ds*
1D̄)

BSW @19# 1.31(f D
s*
/ f Ds

)2 2.24 2.77
Rosner@21# 1.00(f D

s*
/ f Ds

)2 1.43 2.59
Neubertet al. @20# 1.04(f D

s*
/ f Ds

)2 1.47 2.56
Du and Liu @22# 0.91(f D

s*
/ f Ds

)2 1.35 2.72
Deandreaet al. @23# 0.97(f D

s*
/ f Ds

)2 1.42 3.84
Mannelet al. @24# 1.00(f D

s*
/ f Ds

)2 1.56 3.01
CLEO II 0.8060.24 0.9960.24 2.7060.81
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~C! Upper-vertexB→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )p/r/v decays. Both the

relative amounts of each particle type in these decays and
shape of the resultantDs

1 momentum spectrum are un
known. The individual shapes are generated according
phase space alone and are added with equal weight.

~D! Lower-vertex decays. As in~C!, the shapes are gen
erated according to phase space while the relative branch
fractions ~e.g., Ds

2K1p1 vs Ds*
2K* 0p1) are arbitrary.

Lower-vertex decays are expected to be suppressed and
measured to be small@16,31#. This is the only component of
the fitting function which contributesDs

1 mesons in the
x.0.41 region.Ds

1 mesons withx.0.41 can be produced in
b→u transitions, and by annihilation andW-exchange dia-
grams, but these components are known to be small@16,17#
and are not included in the fit.

As an example, the result of the fit using the ratios
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) widths from @20# is shown in Fig. 9.
The ratio of the sum of the fourB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) rates to
the total inclusive rate is found to be
(45.761.963.760.6)% where the first error is statistical
the second is the systematic error, and the last error rep
sents the model uncertainty. ARGUS and CLEO-1.5 me

FIG. 9. An example of a fit to theDs
1 momentum spectrum. The

data are the points with error bars and the smooth curve is the re
of the fit. The histograms are the components of the fitting functi
as described in the text where the solid histogram is~A!, the
Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ) component; the dotted histogram is~B!, the

Ds
(* )1D̄** component; and the dashed histogram is~C!, the

Ds
(* )1D̄ (* )p/r component.
the
-
to

-
ing

are

of

,
re-
a-

sured this ratio to be (586769)% and (56610)%, respec-
tively @7,8#. The systematic error is dominated by the
uncertainty in the shapes of the spectra included in the fittin
function. There is no contribution to the systematic erro
from either the uncertainty inB(Ds

1→fp1) or the uncer-
tainty in the tracking efficiency. The contributions to the sys
tematic error due to uncertainty in the shape of the co
tinuumDs

1 momentum spectrum and due to the uncertain
in thex dependence of the detection efficiency were found
be negligible.

Several methods were used to estimate the systematic
ror due to the uncertainty in the shapes of the spectra used
the fit. The fit was repeated for various combinations of~B!,
~C!, and ~D! with ~A!. The inclusiveDs

1 momentum spec-
trum cannot be fit with a function consisting only of~A! and
~D! or ~A! and ~B!. In all cases, the spectrum due to lower
vertex decays~D!, is found to contribute a negligible amount
to the total inclusive rate. TheDs

1 yield in the 0.4,x,0.5
region is consistent with continuum background. The fit wa
also repeated allowing~C! to have three components charac
terized by how ‘‘hard’’ the constituent spectra were. If
B→Ds

1D̄p is the dominant decay mode of the twelve mode
comprising~C!, then the spectrum can be fit requiring little
or no contribution from~B!. Therefore, it is not possible at
present to extract from a fit to the inclusiveDs

1 momentum
spectrum a meaningful number for any, or even the sum,
theB→Ds

(* )1D** branching fractions.
Using the result of the fit to the inclusiveDs

1 momentum
spectrum for the fraction of theB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) rates to the
inclusive rate and the value for the inclusive branching frac
tion gives (B(B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ))5(5.5360.2360.56
60.63)% where the first error is statistical, the second is th
systematic error, and the third is the error due to the unce
tainty in theDs

1→fp1 branching fraction. This compares
well with the statistically less precise value of
(B(B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ))5(5.5260.5761.3560.63)% which is
derived by summing the average branching fractions given
Table VIII.

VIII. EXTRACTION OF THE Ds
1 DECAY CONSTANT

The factorization hypothesis, Eq.~3!, can be used to ex-
tract a value for theDs

1 decay constant from the measured
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) branching fractions and experimental infor-
mation ona1 , Vcb , andtB . Unfortunately, there are large
variations in the theoretical predictions for any particula
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) branching fraction. The parametera1 has
been derived fromB→D (* )p branching fraction measure-
ments@14# but there are at least some theoretical reasons f
expectinga1 to have different values depending on whethe
theW1 fragments toud̄ or cs̄ @20,32,33#.

Some theoretical and experimental errors cancel in th
ratio

sult
on
G~B→D̄*Ds
~* !1!

dG~B→D̄* e1ne!/dq
2uq25m

Ds
~* !

2
56p2~a1

c s̄!2d~* ! f D
s
~* !

2 uVcsu2, ~4!
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whered50.39 andd*51.0 forB→Ds
1D̄* andB→Ds*

1D̄* decays, respectively.4

It was found in@18# that

dG~B→D̄* e1ne!

dq2
uq25m

Ds

2 53.1760.1660.1360.1460.34 ns21 GeV22,

and

dG~B→D̄* e1ne!

dq2
uq25m

Ds
*

2 53.3360.1660.1460.1560.34 ns21 GeV22,
ng
.
e

ea-
-

I.

tic
h-
n
r-
st
ic-
where the first error is statistical, the second is the error d
to the uncertainty in theD andD* branching fractions, the
third is due to the uncertainty int(B1)/t(B0), and the last is
the systematic error associated with detection efficiencies

Using the average branching fractions, the decay co
stants are found to be

a1f Ds
5319631632618 MeV,

a1f D
s*
5286628626616 MeV,

where the first error is statistical and the second is the s
tematic error which includes the uncertainties in the relati
D andDs

1 branching fractions, and the last is the uncertain
in the B(Ds

1→fp1). Averaging the two results under the
assumption thatf Ds

5 f D
s*
gives

a1f Ds
5300621630617 MeV.

A value for f Ds
requiring a ratio of the form factors can be

obtained using ratios of hadronic rates such as

G~B→D̄Ds
1!

G~B0→D2p1!
5KRa1

2
f Ds

2

f p
2

uVcsu2

uVudu2
uj~q25mDs

2 !u2

uj~q25mp
2 !u2

, ~5!

where K is a calculable kinematic factor and

Ra1
[a1

c s̄/a1
u d̄ , with the superscript ofa1 referring to the

W1 fragmentation mode.5 Note that onlyB0 decays can be
used in the denominator since the correspondingB1 decay
can proceed through both internal and externalW1 emission.

The branching fractions extracted from the fit to the in
clusiveDs

1 momentum spectrum, rather than the results fro
the full reconstruction, are used because this results
smaller statistical and systematic errors. Using them a
gives a good measure of the model dependence since
same form factor parametrization is used for the calculatio
of both the ratios ofB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) widths used in the in-
clusive fit and Eq.~4!. The systematic error due to form

4The analysis in@35# did not include any QCD corrections~i.e.,
a1). The kinematic factord is calculated to be 0.41 in@35# and 0.39
in @20#. It is shown in@20# that d→0.37 in the limit of infinitely
heavy quarks.
5In all of the calculations discussed in this paper,Ra1

was as-
sumed to equal 1.
ue

.
n-

ys-
ve
ty

-
m
in
lso
the
ns

factor parametrization can then be quantified by examini
the spread inf Ds

results derived using the different models
Since, for any particular model, it is the sum of th
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) branching fractions which results from the
fit to inclusive Ds

1 momentum spectrum, the ratio
Rexp[(B(B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ))/(B(B0→p1/r1D (* )2) is
used, where the denominator is calculated using CLEO m
surements@14#. This is compared to the theoretical predic
tions for the same quantity~call it Rth) to extract f Ds

. It is

assumed thatf Ds
5 f D

s*
. The ūd decay constants are

f p5131.7460.15 MeV andf r5205610 MeV @20#.
The results of such an analysis are shown in Table X

Only theRexp values obtained using HQET motivated form
factors were included. The average value is

Ra1
f Ds

5288613628616620 MeV,

where the first error is statistical, the second is the systema
error including the uncertainty in the relative charm branc
ing fractions, the third error is due to the uncertainty i
B(Ds

1→fp1), and the final error reflects the model unce
tainty. This last error is conservatively taken to be the large
deviation from the mean between the different model pred
tions.

These results forf Ds
are consistent with the value ob-

tained by CLEO usingDs
1→m1n decays@34#, as shown in

Table XII.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The result for the inclusiveB→Ds
1X branching fraction

is

B~B→Ds
1X!5~12.1160.3960.8861.38!%,

TABLE XI. The experimental and theoretical values forR,
which is defined as (G(B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ))/(G(B0→p1/
r1D (* )2), and the resultingf Ds

values.

Model Rth ~GeV2) Rexp f Ds
~MeV!

Neubertet al. 35.33f Ds

2 2.6860.23 275612625
Du and Liu 28.12f Ds

2 2.6760.23 308613628
Deandreaet al. 37.49f Ds

2 2.8060.24 273612622
Mannelet al. 30.81f Ds

2 2.7260.23 297613623
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TABLE XII. Determinations off Ds
. The first error is statistical while the second is the systematic err

A Ds
1→fp1 branching fraction of (3.560.4)% is common to all results and the uncertainty i

B(Ds
1→fp1) is not included in the systematic error. Factorization andf Ds

5 f D
s*
are assumed in the

derivations of the values in this paper, given in rows 2 and 3. Ana1 value of 1.0760.0460.06@14# was used
to get f Ds

from the ratio of the hadronic to semileptonic widths. For thef Ds
value obtained from the ratios of

hadronic widths, it is again assumed thata1 is independent of whether theW
1 fragments toūd or c̄s.

Technique f Ds
~MeV!

Ds
1→m1nm 284630630

G(B→Ds
(* )1D̄* )/dG(B→D̄* e1ne)/dq

2uq25m
Ds
(* )

2 281622632

(G(B→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ))/(G(B0→p1/r1D (* )2) 288613638

s

-

in
-

f
.,

e

S.
i-
where the first error is statistical, the second is the system
error, and the third is the error due to the uncertainty in t
Ds

1→fp1 branching fraction. It is found from the fit to the
inclusive Ds

1 momentum spectrum that the sum of th
B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) rates comprises (45.761.963.760.6)% of
the total inclusive rate, where the last error reflects mod
dependence. Combining these results giv
(B(B→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ))5(5.5360.2360.2360.63)%.
The measurements of theB→Ds

(* )1D̄ (* ) branching frac-
tions are given in Table VI. The averages of theB0 and
B2 branching fractions are

B~B→Ds
1D̄ !5~1.1060.1760.2860.13!%,

B~B→Ds*
1D̄ !5~0.8960.2160.2060.10!%,

B~B→Ds
1D̄* !5~1.1260.2160.2660.13!%,

B~B→Ds*
1D̄* !5~2.4160.4560.5160.29!%,

where the first error is statistical, the second error is t
systematic error due to the uncertainties in the charm
branching fractions~other than the normalizing modes! and
the efficiencies, and the last error is due to the uncertainty
the two normalizing branching fractions,B(Ds

1→fp1) and
B(D0→K2p1). This last error is completely dominated b
the 11% uncertainty in theDs

1 branching fraction scale.
atic
he

e

el
es

he
ed

in

y

Combining these results gives(B(B→Ds
(* )1D̄ (* ))

5(5.5260.5761.3560.63)%, in good agreement with the
inclusiveDs

1 analysis.
The ratios of rates calculated using factorization and

HQET motivated form factors compare well with the data
and favorf D

s*
5 f Ds

.

Finally, assuming factorization, theDs
1 decay constant is

extracted from the ratio of the hadronic rate to the semilep
tonic rate. Fora151.0760.0460.06, f Ds

is found to be

281622632 MeV where the first error is statistical and the
second is the systematic error including the uncertainties
the charm branching fractions. It is found from ratios of had
ronic rates thatf Ds

5288613632620 MeV where the third
error is due to the uncertainty in the form factors.
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